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Drawings from the La Salle College Study Collection
Drawing, of which the key means of expression is line, 
is the basis of nearly all artistic creation whatever the 
final product: painting, fresco, woodcut, engraving, 
tapestry, sculpture, etc. In general, drawings are the most 
direct, intimate and spontaneous expression of an artist's 
style. The study of an artist’s drawings is the key approach 
to the evolution of his ideas rather than the study of his 
paintings which have most likely been re-worked and belabored 
before reaching completion. A drawing allows one to trace 
the artist’s ideas in the very act of creation before the 
composition is executed on another surface other than paper.
It is the line alone which defines the image and becomes the 
dominant expressive element. The supporting role of color 
is subservient or totally absent.
A great many drawings are of a practical nature, as for 
instance, preparatory studies for more elaborate and 
monumental works. These represent a certain point between 
the incubation of a composition and its final form. For 
example, the figure of Sapho by Delacroix (No. 16) represents 
but a single preparatory study— one of many— for a certain 
section of the entire decorative scheme of the cupola of the 
Luxembourg Palace Library. Often many sketches were executed 
for such a project on a single sheet of paper; but with 
time, the sheets have been cut up, dispursed and acquired 
as individual works of art.
On the other hand, many drawings are executed as finished 
works, to be valued for their own sake rather than as a means 
to an end. Examples of such autonomous works are (No.’s 10 
and 24) by Bibiena and Bloch respectively.
A variety of materials were used to execute the drawings 
in this exhibition: pen and ink, black and red chalk, pencil 
sanguine, and charcoal along with various washes and highlights 
of white chalk for tonal effects and emphasis. Each tool and 
its substance has its own unique expression and touch 
depending on how the artist chose to use it. For example,
the pencil has been used in (No. 17) by Isabey to produce 
a line that is sketchy and inexact to give an impression of 
fleeting and vigorous motion. With the drawing by Pissarro 
(No. 19), the pencil was used to achieve tonal modulations 
as well as define form. In the one by Zorach (No. 23) where 
the line is more precise and controlled, the concern is 
primarily to delineate the outline of the head and its 
features. Trejo (No. 25) has made maximum use of the 
expressive potential of the pencil to achieve all of the 
above impressions.
Drawings executed in the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries 
were seldom signed. Artists making sketch book studies at 
random or delineating various forms for art manuals and 
pattern books to show patrons in most cases never thought to 
sign their works. Thus, their anonymity often engenders 
exhaustive research for those wishing to establish their 
authorship. Often a dealer and/or collector would add the 
signature of the artist to whom he thought the drawing should 
be attributed,as for example (No. 1) by Zuccari where a 
later hand has added the signature "Freminet." There are 
many criteria to consider in documenting a particular drawing; 
inscriptions, provenance (frequently a collector's mark is 
stamped on the drawing) and the discovery of similar 
compositions in paintings or prints which relate to the 
drawing. Perhaps, however, the most important indicator 
upon which to reflect when uncovering the source of a 
particular work is the study of the artist's style or hand.
The "authority" on a artist has usually made the study of a 
particular hand a life-time pursuit.
Although many old master drawings are preserved in 
museums and other public collections, some still remain 
undiscovered in archives or unpublished and unseen in private 
collections. This exhibition invites new thoughts from the 
artist, student, collector, and scholar concerning a selection 
of drawings which have not in most cases been published or 
received much exposure.
DRAWINGS
Taddeo Zuccari (1529-1566), Italian 
The Mocking of Christ
Inscribed at lower left in a later hand: Freminet. 
Study for a fresco in the Capella Mattei in Santa Maria 
della Consolazione, Rome (1565).
Pen and sepia wash heightened with white.
Pietro Berrettini, called
Pietro Da Cortona (1596-1669), Italian
Study of Bust of Man With Outstretched Arms
From a group of around eight drawings in a Paris 
collection related to the ceiling in the room of Mars, 
Pitti Palace, Florence.
Black chalk heightened with white.
Giovanni Francesco Barbieri (called Guercino) (1591-1666), Italian 
The Stabbing of Amnon
Study for the painting, "The Assasination of Amnon at the 
Banquet of Absalom."
Pen and sepia ink.
73-D-52
15" x 10 1/2" 76-D-69
(Sight) 9 1/2" x 14" 76-D-91
Given by Margaret Plass
Cornelius De Wael (1592-1667), Flemish
Village Festival 
Pen and brown ink.
8 5/16" x 10 3/4" 73-D-47
Salvator Rosa (1615-1673), Italian 
The Nursing of Jupiter 
Pen and brown ink and bistre wash.
12 13/16" x 8 1/4" 72-D-27
School of Fontainbleau (16th Century), French 
Nude Study 
Red chalk.
9" x 10" 74-D-56




11 1/4 x 4 1/16 76-D-84
Sebastien Bourdon (1616-1671), French
Corporal Work of Mercy
Pen and brown ink and bistre wash.
15 1/2" x 19 1/2" 76-D-81
Eustache Le Sueur (1617-1655), French 
Flagellation of Christ 
Sanguine
(Sight) 10 3/8" x 7 3/4" 73-D-51
Juan Conchillos Y Falco (1641-1711), Spanish 
Academic Study of a Man Seated (1694)
Black chalk heightened with white chalk.
17 1/4" x 11 3/8" 76-D-70
Guiseppe Galli Bibiena (1696-1756), Italian 
The Prison of a Palace 
Pen and brown ink and grey wash.
12 1/2" x 17 13/16" 73-D-36
Antonio Gionima (1697-1732), Italian
The Woman Taken In Adultery
Pen and brown ink, heightened with red chalk.
5 5/3" x 8 7/16” 72-D-18
Cornelius Varley (1781-1873), English
Buildwas Abbey, Shropshire
9 1/4" x 14 3/4" 76-D-94
Anonymous. After the engraving by 
Robert Van Audenaerd (1663-1743), Flemish.
After a painting by Carlo Maratta (1625-1713), Italian.
Adoration of the Magi
Red chalk.
15" x 9 5/8" 73-D-53
Francesco Zuccarelli (1702-1788), Italian
Landscape With Castle
Pencil and brown wash.
9 3/4" x 9 1/2" 72-D-19
Andreas Schmutzer (1700-1740), Austrian
Portrait of An Old Man (1730)
Red and black chalk.
8 3/16" x 6 3/16" 74-D-60
Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863), French
Figure of Sapho
Study for the Cupola of the library of the Luxembourg Palace. 
Pencil.
5" x 5 3/4" 76-D-73
Louis Gabriel Eugene Isabey (1803-1886), French 
Battle Scene
Pencil with touches of pen and ink and chalk.
10” x 14 1/2" 72-D-23
Edgar Degas (1834-1917), French
Compositional Study For the Young Spartan Girls Provoking 
the Boys (1860)
This drawing is closely related to an oil in the Art 
Institute of Chicago and both are studies for the large 
painting in the National Gallery, London.
7 3/4” x 11 1/2" 76-D-65
Camille Pissarro (1830-1903), French 
Landscape With Cart
Annotated at lower right: Montmorency; Stamped at lower 
left: C.P.
9 5/16” x13 7/8” 76-D-71
James Ensor (1860-1949), Belgian 
Sketch of Church 
Pencil.
8 7/8” x 6 11/16" 72-D-22
Henry Holiday (19th Century), English 
Study For the Thief Crucified 
Red chalk.
14 3/8" x 8 5/8" 76-D-83
Paul Delvaux (b. 1898- ), Belgian
Untitled (Deposition) (1949)
Pen and India ink with wash.
19 1/2" x 15 1/4" 76-D-72
Marguerite Zorach (1888-1968), American 
Marianne Moore (1919)
Pencil.
(Sight) 17" x ll 1/2" 73-D-43
Julius Bloch (1888-1966), American
Portrait of an Unknown Man (1915)
Charcoal.
24" x 18" 70-D-6
Raul Trejo (b. 1939- ), American
El Burocrata 
Pencil.
(Sight) 29 5/8" x 39 5/8" 74-D-57
John Mandel (b. 1941- ), American
Repeat (1973)
Pencil.
36" x 43" 73-D-42
